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Friends of Taunton Bay Hosted Citizen Science Day on April 14, 2018
By Merry Post and Frank Dorsey

Visitors to Gordon’s Wharf that morning got to see

citizen science volunteers to review online photos of

Earl McKenney flying his unmanned aerial vehicle

galaxies and identify particular features. Her talk was

over Taunton Bay to demonstrate how drones can be

followed by several questions from the audience

used

McKenney

focused primarily on whether and how “amateurs”

answered questions about control of the drone’s

could collect reliable data. Occurrence or absence of

flight, camera position, and image capture; its battery

particular events can be captured with high reliability,

life; and the length of time it can fly on one charge.

but volunteers usually need some training to accurately

for

environmental

research.

Drone’s eye view of Taunton Bay Education Center

Earl McKenney launching drone from TBEC deck

Photo by Earl McKenney
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Following a drone presentation, the lecture program
began for the small, but attentive, audience. Hannah
Webber

of

the

Schoodic

Institute

gave

an

introductory talk defining citizen science and
describing its very broad scope. She gave examples
ranging from a small project involving field
collection of damselfly larvae to measure mercury

measure and record reliable data.
Glen Mittelhauser from the Maine Natural History
Observatory spoke about how the Maine Bird Atlas is
using volunteers to map the distribution and abundance
of species in every part of the state. Over the next five
years, this project will expand on earlier research to

content to astronomical studies that use thousands of
Continued page 2

from page 1

track how populations have changed and to accumulate

carries researchers between the College of the Atlantic

information that will help determine conservation

dock in Bar Harbor and the Schoodic Marine Center in

priorities. Glen will be speaking about the project again

Winter Harbor. The ferry is used to collect data on

at 7:00 p.m. on August 17 in our Friday evening lecture

water quality and surface plankton and to survey

series.

pelagic birds. Together, the surveys could help
scientists and fishermen understand the effects of

Duncan Bailey from the MDI Biological Laboratory

warming waters on marine populations. They will be

then presented a data capture, management, analysis,

shifting to using Anecdata this summer.

and presentation system called Anecdata, which is
tailored to citizen science projects. The system,

In addition to the speakers, several vendors of

MDI Biological Lab’s Duncan Bailey presenting the
Anecdata data capture and analysis application.

Captain Kaitlyn Mullen of Frenchman Bay Research Boating describing her company’s unique
cross-bay trips, which encourage ferry passengers
to contribute citizen science observations.

Photos by Lisa Herrington

developed in response to the needs of the Lab, makes it

monitoring equipment had provided material about

quite straightforward to define a data set, enter data, and

their products. The MDI Biological Laboratory had an

produce graphs and tables suitable for presentation to

extensive display about Anecdata. Literature was

others. Visit Anecdata.org to see projects in progress.

available about Rainwise weather stations and Hobo inwater monitoring gear.

Kaitlyn Mullen, Captain of the ferry and Executive
Director of Frenchman Bay Research Boating, spoke

Following the lecture portion of the program,

about how she saw the potential for ferries to offer an

participants continued to exchange information with

opportunity for research while also providing their

presenters and other audience members, while enjoying

traditional service for Maine’s year-round communities.

a lunch catered by Flexit.

Her ferry, Katie Grace, offers passenger service and
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Friends of Taunton Bay Receives Maine Community Foundation Grant
by Frank Dorsey

On May 17, Friends of Taunton Bay received a

Member organizations have previously provided

$6500 grant from a Maine Community Foundation donor

educational opportunities for RSU 24 students in summer

-advised fund on behalf of the Schoodic National Scenic

programs and at Estuary Day.

Byway (SNSB) to “support the education of youth

In the proposal, the Kids Quest sites (see article on

through use of its members’ sites, resources and

page 7) can each provide learning opportunities for a

expertise.”

range of age groups and a variety of subjects. For
example, the granite exhibit at Gordon’s Wharf deals

The SNSB is an informal association of non-profit and

with geology, mathematics, history and shipping.

governmental organizations that support tourism and
education in downeast Maine. The members are:

The local historical societies can provide access to

Downeast and Acadia Regional Tourism

artifacts,

Frenchman Bay Conservancy

quarrying, ship building, native Americans and local

Friends of Taunton Bay

government.

Maine Coast Heritage Trust

records

and

experts

regarding

fishing,

The land trusts and towns can provide access to a

Maine Department of Transportation

variety of outdoor experiences.

National Park Service

FTB will serve as the fiscal intermediary for the project

Schoodic Area Chamber of Commerce

and will be responsible for communication among RSU

Towns of Gouldsboro, Hancock, Sullivan, and

24, Hancock School, and the members of SNSB. The

Winter Harbor

majority of the money will be used to provide bus or van

Local businesses and citizens

transportation to the off-school sites. In the process we

The committee has developed materials, signage and

hope to develop an educational framework that embraces

sites along the byway to enhance tourism and provide

using nature and local sites as classrooms and employs

education.

the already existing expertise of community resources.

Horseshoe Crabs 2018
by Frank Dorsey
After several days of watching the water temperature

confirmed on May 23 when no HSC were observed as

be at 60º F on Shipyard Point, the first horseshoe crabs

the temperatures ranged from 56 to 58º F at various

(HSC) of the 2018 season appeared on May 18. There

places around Shipyard Point, and, only two solo males

was one solo HSC and a triple (a larger female with two

(one missing its telson) appeared on May 24 when the

males attached). HSC typically do not appear when the

temperatures ranged from 58 – 59 º F.

water temperature is less than 60 º F. That was
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2018 Friday Evening Lectures
by Austin Schuver

Don’t let your curiosity die this summer! The warmth

distance flights as far as Central America.

of the summer sun may trick us into dreaming of cold

With studies even more distant, College of the Atlantic

drinks by the ocean, but, even so, we don’t have to stop

professor Ken Cline (July 27) will present

enriching our minds. Luckily, Friends of Taunton Bay

breaking models of river conservation from his recent

and Frenchman Bay Conservancy (FBC) will feature a

travels to New Zealand, and explain how those

docket full of engaging speakers for this year’s Friday

conservation challenges compare to or could be applied

Night Lecture Series.

to Maine.

At Gordon’s Wharf in Sullivan, every Friday from

Much closer to home, local nature photographer Gerry

July 6 to August 17 (excluding July 20, FBC’s Lobster

Monteux (August 3) will explore Maine’s wildlife and

Dinner), Friends of Taunton Bay and Frenchman Bay

landscapes, showing photos while asking “what and

Conservancy will host another top-notch researcher,

where does a photographer choose to focus on in one of

author, or professor—people who have devoted their

the most beautiful states in the country?”

careers to understanding the history, wildlife, and public

With a more regional focus, the Vice President of The

policy of Taunton Bay, the state of Maine, and beyond.

Conservation Fund, Tom Duffus (August 10), will share

The series kicks off on July 6 with a special focus on

over 30 years of stories from protecting lands and waters

Taunton Bay. Local educators and scuba instructors John

throughout the Northeast, with a special focus on Maine

and Marlene Daley, authors of History of Taunton Bay,

and The Conservation Fund’s unique approach of using

will share their knowledge of the area, their experiences

collaboration to conserve land.

diving on shipwrecks in the bay and their explorations of

In the final lecture of the series, researcher Glen

some of the old mines along the shores.

Mittelhauser (August 17) will detail the ambitious plans

Some of our speakers—or their subjects—have traveled

of the Maine Bird Atlas, a project of vital importance

far afield. We’ll be lucky to hear the sometimes
surprising

results

ground-

of

MDIFW

biologist

that relies on citizen scientists to help document all the

Danielle

breeding and wintering bird species in Maine.

D’Auria’s (July 13) project to equip brave blue herons

All lectures are free and begin at 7 p.m. at Gordon’s

with tracking devices that allowed her to map their long-

Wharf in Sullivan.

Drone’s eye view of
Hancock—Sullivan
Bridge, from above the
deck at Gordon’s
Wharf.
Photo by Earl McKenney
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Nature Education News
2018 Camp
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FTB Celebration with Past and Present Board Members
By Alan Gray

All photos by Lisa Herrington

On October 25, the current Executive Committee of
Friends of Taunton Bay hosted a reunion luncheon with
past Executive Committee members.

We had 14

attendees.
The event also honored three members who have
recently stepped down after many years of service to
FTB.
Former Treasurer Doug Kimmel, former Secretary

Mary Turner, and former Membership Coordinator
Steve Sjoberg were recognized with Life Memberships.
Doug Kimmel was also presented with the Steve
Perrin Award to recognize his long service to FTB.
Reunion luncheon attendees:
Front: Sheila Carlson, Lois Johnson, Beverly Johnston
Middle: Merry Post, Mary Turner, Mary Lou Barker,
Doug Kimmel
Rear: Steve Perrin, Steve Sjoberg, Alan Gray,
Gary Blazon, Ron Sweitzer, Frank Dorsey, Michael Fisher
Steve Sjoberg and Mary Turner with FTB president Alan Gray
after presentation of Life Memberships.

Doug Kimmel Receives Perrin Award
At the reunion luncheon, former treasurer Doug
Kimmel became the 4th recipient of the Steve Perrin
Award for dedicated service to FTB. Doug had been

an Executive Committee member for 15 years, 14 as
Treasurer.

He was instrumental in establishing our

Taunton Bay Education Center, maintained the
website,
videoed and posted many of FTB’s programs and
speakers, and played a major role in production and
Doug Kimmel (right) receiving 4th Steve Perrin Award
from FTB president Alan Gray

distribution of the 2012 edition of the Taunton Bay
Watershed Stewardship Guide.
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Report from the President
by Alan Gray

Summer is again upon us. As usual, Friends of
Taunton Bay is sponsoring two sets of educational
activities. See page 4 for details of the Friday Night
Speaker Series at the Taunton Bay Education Center at
Gordon’s Wharf. Lisa Herrington and her band of
volunteers will offer two day-camp sessions. This years
theme is Trees. See page 5.

Schoodic National Scenic Byway, which starts in
Hancock and runs to Winter Harbor and Prospect
Harbor. The focus of the work with schools involves
visits and lessons keyed from the seven Kid’s Quest
sites along the byway. See page 3.
FTB is planning drone photographic overflights of
Taunton Bay and Watershed to study and document
various phenomena, especially growth/shrinkage and
movement of eelgrass beds. In the past we have used

We had a relatively mild 2017-2018 winter, with
several “ice-outs” shaping unique ice formations.

Broken up plate ice on Sullivan shore in late January 2018. Note rockweed frozen to the underside at left. Many of these
plates ’capsized’ when out in the stream, and went down the river with the rockweed on top.
Photos by Gary Blazon

Continuing our efforts to involve the local schools and
schoolchildren, and hopefully their parents, we are midstream in several collaborations with the local school
districts and the consortium of local conservation and
business groups that developed and promote the

small plane overflights, that while providing a good
quick view but did not allow us to go back and study
areas of interest. As always, we welcome any members
who might be interested in working with or joining the
Executive Committee. New blood is always welcome!!

Kids Quest
There are seven “Kids Quest” sites along the Schoodic National Scenic
Byway.
Each of the beautiful outdoor locations will engage children and their parents in the
region’s history, ecology and culture. Gravity and tides are explored at Tidal Falls,
the history of the rail line to Mt. Desert Ferry is
explained at the Schoodic Byway Gateway in Hancock. Granite quarrying is featured in our front yard at Gordon’s
Wharf. Sullivan’s Frenchman Bay Scenic Turnout features long views down the
bay and of Mt. Desert Island, while tidal mud flats are the topic at the Long Cove
Rest Area. On Beach Street in Winter Harbor, kids can beachcomb and learn about
Granite Quarrying Kids
Quest site at Gordon’s Wharf seaweeds. At the end of the byway, in Prospect Harbor, kids can learn about lobster
fishing, and climb aboard a small model lobster boat.
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Great Blue Heron at Mill Brook in Franklin
Baby Raccoon in pine
tree by shore, Sullivan

Taunton Bay
and Watershed
Wildlife

MEMBERSHIP

It is never too late to join Friends of Taunton Bay or to
renew your membership. Suggested donations for family
membership start at $35.00. For details, see

photos by Gary
Blazon

friendsoftauntonbay.org/home/membership
Or contact us at: membership@friendsoftauntonbay.org
Checks can be mailed to:
Friends of Taunton Bay Membership,
PO Box 411, Hancock, ME 04640

Young Bald Eagle, just lifting off
from perch,
Sullivan

Friends of Taunton Bay is a
501 (c) (3)nonprofit organization.
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